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The data centre environment before the K6 and installation of the Modular Data 

Centre (MDC) had the listed problems. This means it can’t meet the needs of a Centre (MDC) had the listed problems. This means it can’t meet the needs of a 

basic virtual environment while still maintain acceptable capacity within the data 

centre.
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E114 has a mixture of legacy and new equipment.  
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E114 CRAC units
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The new virtual environment requires systems such as Dell’s R905s and 

M1000e. Other manufacturers have similar equipment. M1000e. Other manufacturers have similar equipment. 

Weight=R905 50kg, M1000e 150kg

Cooling= E114 only rated at about 2kw per rack whereas a R905 requires nearly 

2kw and a M1000e requires nearly 4kw.

Power=2.1kw per R905
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Installing a MDC there was no interruption to services whereas the renovation of 

E114 would have involved a large number of outages and would have taken E114 would have involved a large number of outages and would have taken 

considerably longer.
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When considering the tender for the MDC some of the item or points that were 

taken into account.taken into account.



Some of the options available included Sun’s Black Box project, IBM, HP, 

Lampertz Container and Lampert’s MDC or security room. Each option have their Lampertz Container and Lampert’s MDC or security room. Each option have their 

pros and cons.
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One of the options taken into consideration was the cooling efficiency of the 

design.design.
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Another consideration was the implementation of free cooling
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Climate Control, boost energy efficiency by up to 50%
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Measurable efficiency UPS systems up to 30%

Source:  Rittal Data Centre Efficiency

The aim of the Modular Data Centre (MDC) is to provide the most efficient cooling environment 

possible. 

Thermal efficiency of  MDC 15% – 20% better than K6, therefore the outside temperature has less 

effect on the internal temperature of the room therefore reducing the cost to cool the room.

The cost to expand the room is less when compared to purchasing a complete new room as you 

can buy individual panels and expand a couple of racks at once.

When more cooling is required the MDC AC units cost 50% less than the same K6 unit.

The fans units in the AC units are smaller and 15-20% more efficient than the fans in K6, and 

because of the cold air is directed to the front of the racks so there running cost reduction.

In E114 and K6 the cooling efficiency is reduced because cold and hot air is mixing before 

returning to the air-conditioners (AC). By separating the cold and hot air, and having only hot air 

returning to the AC units the cooling efficiency of a data centre can be increased by up to 40% 

thus reducing the power required to cool the data centre. There are various way of separating 

methods used to separate cold from hot air in a data centre. In the MDC the equipment racks are 

fully enclosed and in-line AC units are used. The AC units put cold air directly into the sealed area 

at the front of the equipment and draw hot air directly from the sealed area at the rear of the 

equipment. This provides complete separation of cold and hot air. The MDC will provide 

significant running cost savings over both E114 and K6 for the same computing load. The AC 

units in the MDC are designed to cool up to 25Kw per unit however their design allows them to 

match the cooling requirements of equipment racks. If only 10kw of cooling is required to cool the 

equipment then this is all that is provided. This fact reduces the operational cost of the AC units 

and also increases their life expectancy. 

The MDC AC units use chilled water and free cooling. The chilled water is run at 15c whereas 

other manufacturers AC units require 7c water temperature to provide the same cooling capacity. 

Free cooling is where non-mechanical means is used to cool the water. When the temperature 

drops below 15c, the MDC AC condensers use ambient temperature to cool the water not 

mechanical means. This means for the approximately 6-8 months of the year there will no cost to 

cool the water in the AC units. The MDC AC condensers also include a 1600lt chilled water 

reservoir therefore once the water in the reservoir is reduced to 15c or below the condensers will 

turn themselves off. These points will further reduce the power requirements of the MDC.





K6 new CRAC’s installed as part of upgrade, these units and the condensers' use 

variable speed fans, thus reducing the running cost.variable speed fans, thus reducing the running cost.
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K6 additional condenser units installed as part of upgrade
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The Rittal “LCP T3+” water cooled racks are designed to operate 24/7 and provide 
cooling directly to equipment mounted with the server enclosures.
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cooling directly to equipment mounted with the server enclosures.

The Rittal LCP T3+ unit consists of a solid welded frame into which a heat exchanger 
(cooling coil) with two individual pipe circuits, internal plastic pipework and 6 modular fan 
modules and drain tray are installed as well as a controller and display screen. The unit 
is separated internally by a vertical dividing plate which separates the unit into warm and 
cold air sections. The casing is also fitted with removable side panels. When removed 
these panels allow for the

Rittal LCP T3+ unit to be bolted to the server enclosure, as it has in our installation.

The Rittal LCP T3+ units deliver cool air to the front of each server enclosure. The air is 
distributed evenly across the height of the server enclosure to provide cool air directly to 
the installed equipment. The air is then drawn over the equipment and returned to the 
Rittal LCP T3+ unit by a full height slot at the rear of the unit.

Four off Rittal LCP T3+ units are installed connected to five new server enclosures, in 
two rows Each Rittal LCP T3+ unit is designed to provide 20 kw cooling based on 0.47 
l/s secondary chilled water flow. The secondary chilled water flow to each unit is 
controlled by way of a Flowcon” flow control valve supplied pre-set and within the “return 
pipe” valve assembly (by Rittal).

The internal controller within the Rittal LCP T3+ unit regulates the water flow through the 
unit solenoid valve depending upon the cooling load requirements.

The unit is start/stopped by way of the display unit on the front of the unit.



The Matsu chiller offers a unique horizontal discharge design which requires a small footprint than 
a regular air cooled machine. Provision has been made adjacent to the chiller for a future second 
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a regular air cooled machine. Provision has been made adjacent to the chiller for a future second 
chiller.

The chiller is designed to operate 24/7. A start signal for the chillers is supplied (by hardwired 
connection) from the LCP T3+ rack units, any unit start will start the chillers. The chiller is 
designed for 100 kw capacity. To provide this capacity the chiller incorporates 2 x 60 kw circuits, 
each with individual pumps, which allows for machines to run efficiently at 100% in normal 
operating condition of 50 kw load, and 100 kw load in the event of a failure. In addition these 2 x 
50 kw circuits allows for additional redundancy in the event of a major failure. If one 
compressor/pump fails this circuit can still provide 50 kw capacity.

The Matsu chiller also incorporate an internal pump as standard. In our installation an additional 
pump has been added, one per compressor. In the event of the loss of one pump, the chiller will 
still be able to operate, at 50 kw capacity via the second pump, compressor circuit.

The controllers are supplied with “Modbus” ready communications protocol for interface with any 
existing monitoring systems available on the site.

“MATSU” USDA-7-95 air cooled chiller,

Rated capacity 100kw

Chilled water; Out 15oC, In 22oC

Waterflow 4.2 l/s @ 21.5 m (external).

Two sets (System 1 & System 2) of 80 mm diameter copper “tempered chilled” water flow and 
return pipework from the external chiller(s) into the new Lampertz security room. 

Each pipework system has been provided with a a total of 14 off 25 mm branch take off’s for 
connection the rack cooling units. Provision of 50 mm manual by pass (ball) valves to connect the 
ends of each main supply and return line pipe.

Provision of strainers on each of the two supply circuits off the chiller, and on the inlet side of each 
LCP T3+ unit control valve.

Provision of single common dosing pot (chemical treatment by USQ). Provision of make up water 
to the chiller buffer tank from valved off supply by others. (Due to

the nature of the local water supply, a cartridge water filter is installed in the make up water line.

Insulation of external copper pipework with 20 mm “foamshield” sectional pipe insulation, 
aluminium sheathed. Provision of drain down points.



A measure of data centre efficiency is the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), 

which is the ratio of power delivered to the IT equipment to the total amount of which is the ratio of power delivered to the IT equipment to the total amount of 

power used by the data centre facility. E114 has a PUE of about 3 and K6 about 

2, The MDC is expected to have an average of 1.4 or better 
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In the specification for the MDC we included a requirement for 15-20 minutes 

reserve time (UPS backup) at maximum load (Number of Racks x 25KW + reserve time (UPS backup) at maximum load (Number of Racks x 25KW + 

ancillary equipment). 

Future work includes commissioning the chiller water pump to be feed from the 

UPS (Chiller itself is not feed from UPS, only Diesel Generator) to ensure the 

flow of water to the racks.

An auto-start generator capable of supplying both K6 & K7 is in place, although 

this will need to be replaced with a larger unit if we progress towards maximum 

capacity in K6 and K7.

The K7 UPS is a Rittal PMC 200  with 5 x 40Kw modules to provide 200Kws in 

an N+1 configuration.

The PMC 200 ensures optimum availability for critical applications by combining 

modularity (flexible, unlimited scalability and redundancy) with decentralized 

parallel architecture or DPA (redundant protection without “single point of failure”). 

These UPS modules are transformerless, genuine online, double-conversion 

UPS's with static bypass and with classification code VFI-SS-111. 
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Rainwater collection from the roof of the shed enclosing the MDC is available to 

refill the 1600 litre water reservoir of the chillers, where this is decreased by refill the 1600 litre water reservoir of the chillers, where this is decreased by 

evaporation or maintenance activities.
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The automatic transfer switch ensures uninterrupted operations within each rack 

through dual power circuit feedsthrough dual power circuit feeds
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Electronic Control fans regulate airflow to optimize cooling

The two valve modules of the LCP T3+ are incorporated into the raised cavity 

floor permitting ease of access for maintenance

The redundant configuration allows maintenance on the cooling circuits to be 

undertaken without switching the system off
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Individual cooling units alarm with no load and those with no load are switched off 

until needed until needed 

Heat exchange unit can be seen in the middle of the cooling units

The heat exchanger is designed to allow high cooling input temperatures of up to 

20°c

Heat exchanger has two active water circuits
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